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In a previous paper [l] 1 it was shown that if A and C are matrices such that ACA=0
and B is an arbitrary matrix, then AB and A(B + C) have the same characteristic equation. It is the purpose of this note to prove two theorems, each of which gives the above result as a special case. Theorem 1. Let A be an nXm matrix of rank r<n and let C be an mXn matrix such that ACA=kA (k a scalar). If B is an mXn matrix, the characteristic equation of AB is xn~rq>(x) = 0 and the characteristic equation of A(B + C) is x^tyfa -k) =0. In case k 0 it may as well be assumed that k = 1 so that A CA -A Set U=AB, E=AC and V= U+E. Then E2 = £, £t/ = U, and £F = F. Hence VU= (U+1)'U and /7«F=(F-1)«F so that /(F)77
be the minimum function of U and &(x) the minimum function of V.
Then g(V-1) F = g(£7) 7 = 0 and A(£/+l) U = h(V) U = 0 so that Ä(x)|xg(x -1) and g(x)|xh(x+l).
Hence the minimum functions of U and V satisfy one of the four relations:
(1) h{x) = g(x -1);
(2) (x -l)h(x) = xg(x -1); Math. Soc. vol. 55 (1949) 
